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I had a garden wondrous fair,
A garden in the land of dreams.

I had a rose, that rose was you,
Where in sweet flowers bloomed for me.

Within the garden of my heart,
Each flower a memory it grew.

That ill winds could not waft a-
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seems; I had a garden in my heart Where-in a rose bloomed in a part;
An added petal for each year In memory of the happy day,
A rose of friendship fond and true Whose petals could not blow away;
That only you and I have known Since first we met among the flowers:

REFRAIN

Rose dreams at twilight sparkling with
dew Flowers of memory
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bloom-ing  ev-er  new;    Fond   rec-
lec-tions  grow-ing  with  the  hours

Bring  life's  gold-en  sun-shine  to  my  Gar-
den  of

flo-wers    Gar-
den  of  flo-wers.
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If you like Good Songs, Clean Pleasing Lyrics and a Good Simple and Original Melody—The New Song

"AFTER GLOW"

Should Please You.

The words are by J. R. SHANNON, who has to his credit "CROON TIME," "IN THE HILLS OF OLD KENTUCKY," etc. The melody is by HARRY J. LINCOLN, writer of a thousand popular waltzes, marches, reveries, etc.

Try the Chorus

Mothers Old Time Lullaby

Founded on the melody of the famous

AFTER GLOW

Reverie Serenade
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